
 

Learn More. Do More. Become More. 

Listen to the child. It is important not to break a child’s trust. You can say that you 

are happy to listen and that you might be able to help. Never agree to keep a 

secret. 

Reporting allegations against an adult/concerns about abuse  

 
Child makes a statement or 

allegation about abuse 
and/or about an adult, e.g. 
a member of staff/volunteer. 

 

Does the disclosure 
cause concern for 

their safety or 
wellbeing? 

YES                       NO 

A child’s behaviour 
gives cause for 

concern. 

 

A child has a 
physical injury. 

 

A child discloses 
information of a 
personal nature. 

 

Don’t ask leading questions or offer opinions. Only try to gently clarify what the 
child is saying. You may ask simple questions such as “Are you ok?” 

“Does that hurt?” or “How did you hurt yourself?” Do not push for answers or 
suggest anything. It is not your duty to investigate further. 

 

If the child chooses not to continue the conversation at any point, you must accept this. 
You must not push the child to explain further. 

 

Record the incident on a Child Protection Report Form as simply and 
accurately as possible using the exact words. Do not give your opinions as to 

what might have happened. 

 

Give the Child Protection Report Form to the school’s DCPO or your contact at 
THEBP as soon as possible, keeping it securely and confidentially at all times. 

 

Inform THEBP that you or a child has reported a disclosure to the school’s 
DCPO by calling 020 7655 0300. You may be asked to talk to Helen Sanson - 

THEBP’s Designated Child Protection Officer. 

 

The school will contact the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO). 
Advice will be given on next steps regarding the person the allegations are made against. 

 

Do not discuss with work colleagues. 

 

Quickly inform the school’s Designated Child Protection Officer (DCPO) or 
the nearest teacher. The school will follow safeguarding procedures. 

 

Listen, suggest they 
talk to a teacher or 

parent if appropriate. 
Respect 

confidentiality. 

 


